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Abstract: Today, there is wide range of scope for Cloud computing. Among those most popular is the infrastructure as a service
facility of the cloud. The process of removing same files from the cloud and save the user space on the cloud is the data DE duplication
in the cloud computing. In large organizations same data is stored on the different places by different users. This will increase the
storage size. In the duplicate removal process one can remove the file duplicate with the original file and make space empty for the
further storage. By using hybrid cloud we have proposed a novel method data DE duplication to avoid the data duplication and also to
maintain the user confidentiality. The confidentiality of the user data as all credentials are stored on the private cloud, maintained the
proposed system. To improve the data storage we have proposed a novel method. Proposed method insures data DE duplication
securely. This method ensures the data DE duplication with securely.
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1. Introduction
Now a days the cloud computing is most famous era. There
are increases rapid use of cloud computing. The amount of
data over the cloud is also increasing every day. The main
problem with cloud computing is the large volume of data
present on it. This may leads to the space problem. In the
cloud computing as per user use he have to pay. The loss of
resource may happen if user uploaded the same file over the
cloud. So there is need of removing duplicate files of
repeating data. To utilize the storage space and also reduces
the amount of bandwidth required to send the data over the
internet this method useful. In the
DE duplication method duplicate chunk or pattern or file
name are replace by the small data.
In the proposed system there use the hybrid cloud comprises
of public and private cloud all user credentials are presents
in the private cloud and data assessable publically is stored
in the public cloud. Hybrid cloud provides all easy
management and storage facilities an also well resources
utilization. As day by day the popularity of cloud is
increasing. The use therefor the data resides on the cloud is
also increasing daily. In our proposed method to provide
security to the user data we have add the some credentials.
At the time of file upload the admin ask to user for enter the
file password and at the time of file download user need to
provide the password that was used by the user at the time of
uploading the file on the cloud server. The figure 1. Shows
the architecture of the basic cloud computing. In this
architecture cloud platform cloud billing and cloud virtual
machines are there. The cloud computing architecture is
shown in the following figure.

Figure 1: Cloud architecture
In the cloud computing as per user use he have to pay. There
may leads to the loss of resource if user uploaded the same
file over the cloud so there is need of removing duplicate
files of repeating data. To utilize the storage space this
method useful and also reduces the amount of bandwidth
required to send the data over the internet. In the DE
duplication method duplicate chunk or pattern or file name
are replace by the small data.

Figure 2: Architecture of hybrid cloud
The main problem in the cloud computing is continuously
increasing data on the cloud server. Data DE duplication or
single instancing refers to the removal of duplicate files.
Duplicate files are removed keeping only one instance or
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data copy on the server side but the indexing all the data is
also very critical process in data DE duplication method. In
simple way data DE duplication removes the duplicate files
from the server side keeping only one file on the server. To
provide the security to the uploaded data is encrypted before
uploading over the cloud. This will take more time and to
encrypt the data before store it on the cloud it is more
complex. For the large size files the encryption of the file
become more complex. We are using data DE duplication to
remove the duplicate files and to minimize the time required
to encrypt the data every time Because of this time
consuming task of the data encryption. As the network
consist of large amount of data, which is being shared by
users and nodes in the network. The user having access to
the cloud have full right of upload and download the file on
the cloud server. The number of users are uploading the
same data on the cloud is The main reason behind increase in
the data on the cloud and due to this same files present over
the cloud no of duplicate file are increasing every day. user
need to download same files even if his data is present in
only one file If user wants to download the data from the
cloud server. The cloud will do same operation on the two
copies of data files. The data confidentiality and the security
of the cloud get violated Due to this. It creates the burden on
the operation of cloud. The following figure shows the
hybrid cloud. It comprises of private and public cloud in it.

2. Literature Survey
In this section we will see the existing methods studied about
the cloud computing. The data duplication was not checked
in the existing system. To access the particular file in
previous system each user have assigned some privilege and
only that file can user access [2], [4]. To reduce the duplicate
files present on the cloud server this not useful. If device
found the new file on the cloud server then it will simply
refer the previous file stored on the server in the old method
of the DE duplication technique. The main benefit of the
inline duplication is it not required to check the duplicate
data over the cloud server. On the other side this duplicate
data cannot be removed by using the in line DE duplication
method if data duplicate is present on the other side of the
server. But some vendors have proposed a method to remove
the inline DE duplication data. Post processing and inline
data DE duplication are in debate. Another method of the
data DE duplication is remove the duplicate data from where
it is created that is the source of the duplicate file is need to
find out. This is nothing but the source DE duplication [5].
This source side data DE duplication insures that the data get
duplicate on the source side. This is generally happens in the
file system. The file are periodically scan and hash function
of the file is generated and file get removed if new created
hash matches with the existing hash function. To remove the
duplicate files from the secondary side with the data DE
duplication technique that is from the user side file removal.
The data duplication is carried out in such a way that a chunk
is taken and applying the algorithm on that chunk unique id
is generated that is nothing but the hash value of each file.
The size of the hash function is very less as compare to the
original file. But if you change the file name value of that
hash is also get changed.

By the software calculated hash values each chunk of data
get assigned. In many case it get assume that data is
identical, and chunk are also same but this is not true in al
the cases. Second assumption is that the data with same hash
value are same but due to pigeonhole phenomenon this is not
true in all the cases the data may be identical or not. If
software assume that Once the data has been DE duplicated
There are two issue with this, depending upon the read back
if file found to be duplicate it get removed from the
database. On the basis of name of the files the existing
methods not supports the secure DE duplication system. In
the existing all the system duplication check is done. The
filename get replace by the link to the previous file present
already in the database if the file with same name is found.
The check the duplication of the file on the name of that file
by the convergent cipher text. By unauthorized user on the
cloud Proof of ownership is avoid the file access.

3. Proposed System
We are achieving the data DE duplication by applying the
proof of ownership applied by the owner of the data in the
proposed DE duplication technique. The proof is applied at
the time of uploading the file. The file uploaded to the cloud
is bounded by some value that specifies which user can have
the access to the particular file without this proof of
ownership. User is not able to perform the duplication check
on the file. Figure 3 shows the proposed system architecture.
To access the file which can get the user from the private
cloud User need to submit his proof of ownership and access
level privilege. If user match the privileges of his file stored
on the public cloud then User is able to find the file
duplication of his own file.

Figure 3: System Architecture
3.1 Encryption of Files and data:
In this to encrypt and decrypt the text we are using the
common key. To convert the plain text to cipher text and get
plain text back from the cipher text this secrete key k is used.
To achieve this we have used three basic function
KeyGenSE: it is the key generation algorithm which
generate a key to generate the key value. Second one is
EncSE (k, M): C is the second function which takes Message
M as an input and apply key K on it and generate the cipher
text C.
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is used. Third is Server system which contains data of the
user on it and acts as C-CSP.

3.2 Confidential Encryption Method:
Usinf this we generate the confidentiality check. By using a
convergent key each original file get encrypted. Also user
can also generate the tag which are helpful to remove the
duplicate files in the proposed system. To generate the key
the key generation algorithm is used and this generated key
is used to encrypt the data and then proof for the data
ownership is need to provide. Then the data is get encrypted
and stored on the cloud storage. User need to provide his
proof of ownership at the time of downloading the data and
also need a key to get original content back. This method
ensures that the duplication is not in the file. The
confidential encryption method is shown in.

5. Results

Figure 5: Home Page

Figure 4: Confidential data encryption
3.3 Proof of Data
User need to provide his proof of ownership that means he
need to submit his file details and convergent key at the time
of data upload and data download. We are using data
duplication check by using the file content in the proposed
system. At the content level of the file the duplication is
check. At the time of uploading or downloading the data
from the cloud User needs to provide his proof of ownership.
We have introduced novel approach to solve the problem of
the existing file duplication check which can check the file
duplication at the content level of the file. The user
credential is managed at the private clout side. User needs to
send the token request to the private cloud to get the assess
to the particular file and then the according to the privilege
set at the private cloud user get the token for the file. At the
private cloud and at the public cloud the authentication of
the user is done.

Figure 6: User Registration

4. Experimental Analysis
We will do this experiment with the text file. File we are
using MD5 algorithm to generate the hash function of the
uploaded. This algorithm generate the hash value of the file
get uploaded on the cloud. The file content level duplication
will check by our proposed system. Our method is
independent of the file size. To complete the experiment we
have taken three system one of which is client Which acts as
a user and performs the operation such as file upload,
download etc. to manage the key and generate the token for
the user file access The second system acts as Private Cloud

Figure 7: User Login
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Figure 8: Private Cloud Login

Figure 12: File Upload

Figure 9: User activation by Admin

Figure 13: File on drive HQ

Figure10: User Window

Figure 14: File Update

Figure 11: Activation token mail

Figure 15: File Download
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6. Conclusion
The file DE duplication is addressed, in this paper. To
securely check the duplication we have proposed a novel
method. Cloud computing has reach to his maturity level.
That means the cloud is used by commercial user in very
large amount. It does not mean that all the problems of cloud
computing are solved totally. According to the situation this
problems are only tolerated. Due to this cloud computing is
more research part. To remove the duplicate files from the
cloud storage we have proposed novel scheme. This method
insures that the proposed method successfully remove the
duplicate files from the cloud storage.
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